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Many problems in program optimization have been solved by applying a technique 
called interval analysis to the flow graph of the program. A flow graph which is 
susceptible to this type of analysis is called reducible. This  paper describes an algorithm 
for testing whether a flow graph is reducible. The  algorithm uses depth-first search 
to reveal the structure of the flow graph and a good method for computing disjoint 
set unions to determine reducibility from the search information. When the algorithm 
is implemented on a random access computer, it requires O(E log* E) time to analyze 
a graph with E edges, where log* x = min{i I log "~x ~ 1}. The  time bound compares 
favorably with the O(E log E) bound of a previously known algorithm. 

INTRODUCTION 

Many code optimization methods model the flow of control in a computer program 
by a directed graph, called a flow graph. In order for some of these methods to work, 
the flow graph must have a special property called reducibility. Such methods include 
algorithms for finding dominators [1], finding common subexpressions [2, 3], finding 
active variables [4, 5], determining constant propagation [6], finding useless defini- 
tions [6], and solving other problems [7, 8]. Some interesting classes of computer 
programs, such as "go-to-less-programs," give rise to flow graphs which are neces- 
sarily reducible [9], and all programs may be modeled by a reducible flow graph using 
a process of "node splitting" [10]. However, this can be computationally expensive. 
We would like a fast algorithm for determining whether these optimization methods 
can be applied to any given program; that is, an algorithm for determining whether 
a flow graph is reducible. 

A "reducible" flow graph is a flow graph to which a technique called "interval 
analysis" may be applied to determine the graph's structure. Cocke [2] and Allen [7] 
were the original formulators of this notion. Hecht and Ullman [9] simplified the 
definition of reducibility, giving two simple transformations which characterize the 
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class of reducible graphs. They also gave several structural characterizations of redu- 
cibility [1 I]. Hopcraft and Ullman have constructed an O(E log E) algorithm which 
tests a graph for reducibility according to Hecht and Ullman's definition [12], if the 
problem graph has E edges. 

This paper gives an algorithm which is asymptotically faster than Hopcroft and 
Ullman's. The algorithm tests one of Hecht and Ullman's structural characterizations. 
It happens that the algorithm simultaneously tests the definition, which is more 
useful for applications. The method uses depth-first search [13, 14] to reveal the 
structure of the flow graph and a good set union algorithm [15, 16, 17] to test reduci- 
bility using the search information. The exact running time of the algorithm depends 
upon the exact running time of the set union algorithm, which is unknown. However, 
a good bound on this running time is known, and the reducibility algorithm requires 
O(min{E log* E, V log V + E}) time to test a graph with V vertices and E edges, 
where log* x = min{i I log ~i~ x ~< 1}. If E > V log V, the algorithm requires O(E) 
time and is optimal to within a constant factor, since every edge must be examined to 
determine reducibility. 

Basic Notions 

To study a graph algorithm we need a model of computation and some terminology 
from graph theory. We will assume a random-access computer model with memory 
cells able to hold integers of size V if the problem graph has V vertices. All simple 
operations (arithmetic operations, comparisons, logical operations) require fixed times. 
We shall study worst-case resource requirements and shall ignore constant factors. 

A directed graph G = (~F', ~) is an ordered pair consisting of a set of "vertices" 
~r whose number is generally denoted by V and a set of "edges" ~ whose number is 
generally denoted by E. Each edge is an ordered pair (v, w) of distinct vertices; we say 
the edge (v, w) "leaves" v and "enters" w. If G1 = ( ~ ,  all) is a graph and ~ C fP, 
~t _C if, then G 1 is a "subgraph" of G. If ~ = f/~ and G2 = (~/P~, ff n 7P~ • ~r 
Gz is the "subgraph of G induced by the vertices ~ ." 

A sequence of edges (vl, v2) , (v2, %),..., (vn-x, vn) in G is a "path" from v 1 to vn. 
This path "contains" vertices v 1 ,..., v,  and "avoids" all other vertices. There is a path 
of no edges from every vertex to itself. Vertex w is "reachable" from vertex v if there 
is a path from v to w. A graph is "strongly connected" if every vertex is reachable from 
every other. A "flow graph" (G, s) is a graph with a distinguished vertex s such that 
every vertex is reachable from s. Vertex v "dominates" vertex w in flow graph (G, s) 
if v @ w and every path from s to w contains v. 

A "(directed, rooted) tree" (T, r) is a flow graph such that r has no entering edges 
and every other vertex has exactly one entering edge. Vertex r is called a "root" of T. 
We write v -+ w if there is an edge (v, w) in T; in this case v is the "father" ofw and w 
is a "son" of v. We write v *-+ w if there is a path from v to w in T; v is an "ancestor" 
of w and w is a "descendant" of v. (Every vertex is an ancestor and a descendant of 
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itself.) If T 1 is a tree and T 1 is a subgraph of T, 7"1 is called a "subtree" of T. If T 
is a subgraph of a directed graph E and T contains all the vertices of G then T is a 
"spanning tree" of G. 

If T is a tree rooted at r, a preorder numbering [18] of the vertices of T is any 
numbering which can be generated by the following algorithm. 

begin 

procedure PREORDER(v); begin 

number v greater than any previously numbered vertex; 
comment if v = r it may be numbered arbitrarily; 
for w such that v -+ w do PREORDER(w); 

end; 

PREORDER(r); 

end; 

LEMMA 1. Let ND(v) be the number of descendants of each vertex v in a tree T. 
I f  T has V vertices and they are numbered from 1 to V in preorder, then v -~ w iff 
v <~ w < v + ND(V). 

Proof. See [14]. 
Let (G, s) be a flow graph, and let T be a spanning tree of G rooted at s which has 

a preorder numbering. T is a "depth-first spanning tree" (DFST) if the edges in G, 
but not in T, can be partitioned into three sets: 

(1) A set of edges (v, w) with w *-* v in T, called cycle arcs; 

(2) A set of edges (v, w) with v -*-* w in T, called forward arcs; 

(3) A set of edges (v, w) with neither v *-* w nor w -~ v, and w < v, called 
cross arcs. 

A DFST is so named because it can be generated by starting at s and carrying out 
a depth-first search of G, numbering the vertices in increasing order as they are 
reached during the search. A properly implemented algorithm using depth-first search 
requires O(V + E) time to generate a DFST, number the vertices in preorder, 
calculate ND(v) for each vertex, and find the sets of cycle arcs, forward arcs, and cross 
arcs [13, 14]. Figures 1 and 2 show the application of depth-first search to a flow graph. 

Flow Graphs and Reducibility 

Let v and w ~ s be two vertices in a flow graph (G, s). By "collapsing w into v," 
we mean forming a new graph G' from G by deleting vertex w and its incident edges, 
adding an edge (v, x) for each deleted edge (w, x) with x ~ v and (v, x) not already an 
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1 
FIc. 1. A flow graph. Is this graph reducible ? 

edge, and adding an edge (x, v) for each deleted edge (x, w) with x @ v and (x, v) 
not already an edge. G' is obviously a flow graph. 

If G' is formed from G by several collapsing operations, each vertex v' in G' corre- 
sponds to a set of vertices in G; namely, those collapsed into v'. If (v, w) is an edge 
of G such that v is collapsed into v' in G' and w is collapsed into w', then either v' ~ w' 
or (v', w') is an edge of G'. In this case (v', w') in G' corresponds to (v, w) in G. 

Consider the following transformation. 

T2: If (v, w) is the only edge entering w and w J- s, collapse w into v. 

A flow graph is "reducible" if and only if it can be transformed into the graph 
consisting only of vertex s by repeated application of T 2 . This definition differs from 
Hecht and Ullman's definition in that they allow loops (edges of the form (v, v)) in 
their flow graphs and allow another transformation which deletes loops. It is easy to see 
that a flow graph with loops is reducible in Hecht and Ullman's sense if and only if 
after removing loops it is reducible in our sense. 

If G' is obtained from G by repeated application of T 2 , G' is a "reduction" of G. 
A unique graph results if T~ is applied until it is no longer applicable [9]; thus, the 
order of transformations doesn't matter in a test for reducibility. To test the reducibility 
of (G, s), suppose we count the number of edges entering each vertex. Then we find 
a vertex with only one entering edge and apply 7'2, collapsing the graph and updating 
the number of edges entering each other vertex. We repeat until we reduce the graph 
entirely or we get stuck. Each application of T~ requires O(V) time and reduces the 
number of vertices by one, so this obvious algorithm has an O(V 2) time bound. 

Hopcroft and Ullman have improved this algorithm to O(E log E) by applying a 
clever method of updating information after T 2 is applied [12]. Hopcroft and Ullman's 
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algorithm is only an improvement  if E is small relative to V, but this is generally true 
in any flow graph representing a computer  program. 

Hecht  and Ullman have given several structural characterizations of reducible flow 
graphs [11]. One of these gives a faster reducibility algorithm. Later we shall see that 
the algorithm can be used to calculate a sequence of Tz applications which will reduce 
a reducible flow graph. 

Let  T be a D F S T  of a flow graph (G, s). 

THEOREM 2 (Hecht and Ullman). G is reducible iff w dominates v for each cycle 
arc (v, w) (relative to T). 

Proof. See [11]. 
For each vertex w in G, let C(w) = {v ] (v, w) is a cycle arc} and let P(w) = 

{v ] 3z ~ C(w) such that there is a path from v to z which avoids w}. I f  there are no 
cycle arcs (v, w), both C(w) and P(w) are empty. 

LEMMA 3. G is reducible iff for all w and for all v ~ P(w), w *-+ v in T. 

Proof. For any v and w, if v is not a descendant of w then there is a path in T from s 
to v which doesn't  contain w. I f  there is a w and a v ~ P(w) such that v is not a des- 
cendant of w, this means that there is a path which avoids w from s to some vertex in 
C(w), and G is not reducible by Theorem 2. Conversely, if G is not reducible, by 
Theorem 2 there is a cycle arc (v, w) and a path which avoids w from s to v. Then  
s ~ P(w) but s is not a descendant ofw.  Q.E.D. 

Let  w be the highest numbered vertex in G with an entering cycle arc. Suppose 
that for all v ~ P(w), w *-~ v in T. Let  G'  be formed from G by collapsing all vertices 
of P(w) into w. 

LEMMA 4. Every arc (v', w') in G' corresponds to an arc (v, w') of G with v' *~. v in T. 

Proof. Let  (v, w') be an arc of G. I f  w' ~ P(w), then v ~ P(w) ~9 {w}. I f  v ~ P(w), 
then w ~ v. Thus ,  either (% w') corresponds to no arc of G', or (v, w') corresponds to 
an arc (v', w') of G' with v'  = v or v '  = w *-+ v. Q.E.D. 

Let  T '  be the subgraph of G'  whose edges correspond to the edges of T. 

LEMMA 5. T', with numbering the same as that of T, is a D F S T  of G'. Cycle arcs 
of G' correspond to cycle arcs of G, forward arcs of G' correspond to forward arcs or cross 
arcs of G, and cross arcs of G' correspond to cross arcs of G. 

Proof. The  subgraph of T induced by P(w)~A (w} is a tree. Each vertex of G',  
except s, obviously has exactly one edge of T '  entering it, so T '  is a tree. Furthermore,  
the numbering of T is obviously a preorder numbering of T' .  L e m m a  4 implies that 
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a cycle arc of G corresponds either to nothing or to a cycle arc of G', a forward arc of G 
corresponds either to nothing or to a forward arc of G', and a cross arc of G corresponds 
either to nothing or to a cross arc or a forward arc of G'. I t  follows that T '  is a D F S T  
and the rest of Lemma 5 is true. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 6. For any vertex x < w, let P'(x) and C'(x) be defined in G' relative to T' 
as P(x) and C(x) were defined in G relative to T. Then x ~ y in T' for all y ~ P'(x) iff 
x *-*y in T for ally ~P(x). 

Proof. Suppose there is a y  in P'(x) such tha ty  is not a descendant o fx  in T'.  Then  
y is not a descendant of x in T. Furthermore, there is an x-avoiding path p '  in G' 
f r o m y  to some z '  such that (z', x) is a cycle arc of G'. By Lemma 5, (z', x) corresponds 
to some cycle arc (z, x) in G. The  subgraph of G induced by the vertices P(w) u {w} 
is strongly connected. Thus, there is an x-avoiding path p from y to z in G consisting 
of arcs corresponding to arcs of p '  and possibly some arcs between vertices in 
P(w) w {w}. Thus  y ~ P(x). 

Conversely, suppose there is a y in P(x) such that y is not a descendant of x in T. 
I f  y (~ P(w), then y ~ P'(x) and y is not a descendant of x in T'. I f  y ~ P(w), then w 
is not a descendant of x in T', and w ~ P'(x). Q.E.D. 

Lemmas 3-6 lead to an efficient algorithm for testing the reducibility of a flow 
graph (G, s). Let T be a D F S T  of (G, s) and let w 1 > w 2 > -" > w n be the vertices 
of G with entering cycle arcs. We calculate P(wx). I f  there is some nondescendant 
of w 1 in P(wl) we stop; otherwise we collapse the vertices of P(wl) into wl to form a 
graph G' and calculate P'(w2) in G'. I f  P'(w~) contains a nondescendant of P'(w~) we 
stop; otherwise we form G" by collapsing P'(w2) into w 2 and calculate P"(w~) in G". 
We continue in this way until we know that G is not reducible or we run out of cycle 
arcs, in which case G is reducible. 

The  only tricky part of this algorithm is forming G', G", and so on by collapsing 
vertices. We use a disjoint set union algorithm described in [15, 16, 17]. A set with 
name v will contain v and all vertices collapsed into v in the current graph. Initially 
there will be V sets, each with the name of the single vertex it contains. The  function 
FIND(x)  will return the name of the set containing x (that is, the vertex which corre- 
sponds to x in the current graph). The  procedure U N I O N ( A ,  B, C) will compute 
the union of sets .4 and B (destroying .4 and B), and give the new set the name C. 

The reducibility algorithm appears below in algolic notation. It  is important to 
remember that by Lemma 4 the first vertex of any edge never changes during the 
collapsing operations. In  addition to testing reducibility, the algorithm calculates, for 
each vertex x, the first of w 1 , w2 ,..., wn into which x is collapsed. This value is called 
HIGHPT(x)  and is defined to be zero if x is never collapsed. HIGHPT(x)  will be used 
to construct a sequence of transformations T 2 to reduce a reducible graph. 
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procedure REDUCE(G, s); begin 

a: construct DFST of G using depth-first search, numbering vertices from 1 
to V in preorder and calculating ND(v)  for each vertex v; 

b: for v = 1 until V do begin 

make lists of all cycle arcs, forward arcs, and cross arcs entering vertex v; 
construct a set named v containing v as its only element; HIGHPT(v) : =  0; 
end; 

c: for w = V step - -  1 until 1 do begin 

comment P will contain vertices in P(w) as defined in the current graph. 
Q will contain vertices in P whose entering edges haven't been examined; 

P:----- :3; 

d: for each cycle arc (v, w) entering w do add FIND(v) to P; 

Q : = P ;  

comment now we construct P(w) by exploring backward from vertices in Q; 
while Q ~ :~ do begin 

select a vertex x E Q and delete it from Q; 

e: for each forward arc, tree arc, or cross arc (y, x) entering x 

do begin 

comment all cycle arcs entering x have already been collapsed; 

y' : =  FIND(y); 

i f  w > y '  or w 6- ND(w)  <~ y '  then go to N; 

i f y '  q~ P and y '  ~ w then add y'  to P and to Q; 

if HIGHPT(y')  ~- 0 then HIGHPT(y')  :-~ w; 

end; 

end; 

comment now P = P(w) in the current graph; 

for  x ~ P do UNION(x, w, w); 

comment this collapsing may produce duplicate edges which are not deleted, 
but this does not affect the algorithm; 

end; 

Y: comment if program arrives here G is reducible, take appropriate action; 
go to DONE; 

N: comment if program arrives here G is not reducible, take appropriate action; 

DONE: end; 
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I t  is easy to prove by induction on the number of vertices with entering cycle arcs 
that this procedure correctly tests the reducibility of G. This follows from Lemmas 3-6. 
Steps a and b require O(V + E) time. Each cycle arc of G is examined exactly once 
in Step d. Once a vertex becomes an element of P it is collapsed into some other vertex 
and its entering vertices are never reexamined. Thus, each forward arc, tree arc, or 
cross arc is examined exactly once in Step e. Each vertex becomes an element of P 
at most once during all executions of loop c. It follows that loop c requires O(V -[- E) 
time plus time for O(V) UNION's  and O(E) FIND's .  The total time of the algorithm 
is dominated by the time for the set operations, which is O(m~n{ V log V + E, E log*E}) 
by the results in [14, 16, 17]. The algorithm obviously requires O(V + E) storage 
space. 

Reducing a Reducible Graph 

The algorithm above is nonconstructive, but we can use HIGHPT(v)  to construct 
a sequence of transformations T 2 which will reduce a reducible graph G. We can assign 
numbers, called SNUMBER's  to the vertices of G so that tree arcs (v, w), satisfy 
SNUMBER(v) < SNUMBER(w) and cross arcs (v, w) also satisfy SNUMBER(v) < 
SNUMBER(w). This can be done during the depth-first search of G[12], and cor- 
responds to traversing the spanning tree of G using depth-first search and proceeding 
to highest numbered vertices first. Suppose we apply the reducibility algorithm and 
with each vertex v we associate the pair (HIGHPT(v) ,  SNUMBER(v)). When the 
algorithm is finished, we order the vertices so that a vertex labeled (xl, YI) appears 
before a vertex labeled (x2, y,) if and only if x 1 > x2 or Xx = x2 and Yl < Y2 �9 This 
order of vertices is called reduction order. We can carry out this sorting in O(V) time 
using a two-pass radix sort [19]. 

LZMMA 7. I f  G is reducible, then we may collapse the vertices of G in reduction order 
using T 2 . 

Proof. We prove Lemma 7 by induction on the number of vertices collapsed. 
Suppose all the vertices up to v in reduction order may be collapsed. This creates 
a graph G' which is a reduction of G. Consider vertex v. I f  v is not the start vertex, 
a single tree arc enters v in G. I f  G contains a cycle arc (u, w) with v *-~ w, all vertices x 
on the tree path from u to w will have been collapsed before v, since HIGHPT(x)  ~ w, 
and HIGHPT(v)  < v ~ w. If  G contains a forward arc (u, w) with v *-~ w, then 
HIGHPT(w)  ~ u by Lemmas 3 and 6. Furthermore HIGHPT(x)  ~ HIGHPT(w) 
and SNUMBER(x) ~ SNUMBER(w) for all vertices x on the tree path from u to w. 
I t  follows that all vertices on the tree path from u to w have been collapsed before w. 
Suppose G contains a cross arc (u, w) with v *-~ w. Let x be the highest numbered 
common ancestor of u and w. Then HIGHPT(w)  ~ x by Lemmas 3 and 6, and all 
vertices y on the tree paths from x to w and from x to u satisfy H I G H P T ( y )  
HIGHPT(w)  and SNUMBER(y) ~ SNUMBER(w). Thus all vertices on these tree 
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FIG. 2. Depth- f i r s t  search of the  g raph  in Fig. I. Vert ices  are n u m b e r e d  in search order.  
T ree  arcs are labelled T, cycle arcs CY, forward arcs F ,  and  cross arcs CR. 

paths have been collapsed before w. It follows that in G' vertex v can have only one 
edge entering it, and we may collapse v. The lemma holds in general by induction. 

Q.E.D. 

Figure 3 gives H I G H P T  values, SNUMBER's, and a reduction order for the graph 
in Fig. 2. 

~ l,r2) 

/ /  l "\"- / ] " . .  
// t /-~..~.\ (8,6) ~-~ 

i / 2 ~ . ~  (L~,/2 
I t ~ " ~  ,s,3, 
\ \ ~  ' , .b /  

- - - 2 2  : ~ )  (o,, 
FIG. 3. HIGHPT and SNUMBER values (in parentheses) for the graph  in Fig. 2. A reduc- 

tion order is A, D, E, H, B, C, G, J, F, I, K. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has presented an algorithm with an almost-linear time bound for 
determining whether a flow graph is reducible. The algorithm may be used to determine 
a way to reduce the graph if such a way exists. The method uses depth-first search 
and a good algorithm for computing disjoint set unions, and it improves upon a 
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previously published algorithm for determining reducibility. The algorithm may be 
used as a basic subroutine for various code optimization procedures [1-8]. Many of 
these procedures use nonlinear algorithms, some of which may be improvable using 
the methods applied here. 
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